
Orientation - CodoniX Screens and Behaviors

This document will provide orientation to common elements within the CodoniX
application. CodoniX is a web based product which uses a browser to display
(present) information to the user.  For the most part, CodoniX behaves just like
any other web page.  There are however, exceptions and features which are
unique to CodoniX.
Before using the application, for the first time, it is suggested you review this
document to orient yourself with how screens are organized, visual cues to assist
the user and how to maneuver from screen to screen.
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General Orientation items

When a Web Brower is open, certain common characteristics exist for all Web pages

Title Bar

Task Bar

Minimize

Exit

The following section will examine how these common characteristics behave when using CodoniX
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TITLE BAR  

 
 

The blue bar which appears at the top of the screen for most Windows based applications 
is referred to as the Title Bar.  
 

 
 

In CodoniX, the Title Bar is:  
 
• Present whenever a window is open.  

  
 

• Typically contains the facility patient name and bed location. 

 
 
 
• Contains the minimize icon  and the exit icon  in the right corner.  
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TASK BAR  
 
 
Common to all screens is the Task Bar at the bottom of the screen.  The Task bar reflects 
open or currently in use applications and  Applications which are available for use.  
 
 
• The left side of the task bar indicates applications currently in us e.  

 
 
• If, multiple items are open for an application, a  is 

shown next to the application name.  Clicking on the  
displays a list of the available applications  

 

 
 

• Selecting an item for the list, brings the selection to the 
screen.   
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MINIMIZE  
 

 
Common to all screens is the title bar at the top of the screen.  Within the title bar is the Minimize button .   
The Minimize Button behaves differently within CodoniX.   

 
In CodoniX, the Minimize Button : 
 
• Is present whenever a window is op en. 

  
 

• When the Minimize Button is selected, the documentation screen is minimized, however the 
“Java Window” remains open.  User will see a blank gray screen  

 
 

• To return the documentation screen, select the open item from the Task Bar.  

 
 
Selecting th e item from the Task Bar will return the documentation screen to the open window.  
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EXIT BUTTON  
 
 
Common to all screens is the title bar at the top of the screen.  Within the title bar is the 
Exit button .   
The Exit Button behaves differently within CodoniX.   
 
 
In CodoniX, the Exit Button : 
 
• Is present whenever a window is open.  

  
 

• When the Exit Button  is selected, the user will be prompted, by CodoniX, with a 
pause screen message screen  

 
o If the User selects  the information currently documented with be 

saved and the screen closed.  
o If the User selects  the information currently 

documented with be saved, and the screen paused.  
When the user opens this patient record they will be 
returned to the screen they selected return later 
from.  

o If the User selects  the message will be 
canceled, and they will remain at the screen they 
were using with the Exit button  was selected.  
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Visual Cues

Within CodoniX, many items are provided as “Cues” to the user.  Cues inform the user, for example, when to
expect a follow-up question, or when an item is required.

The following section will examine how these common characteristics behavior when using CodoniX
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VISUAL CUE … 
 
 
Items followed by a … indicates a follow -up question is associated with the item.   
 
 

• When a User is presented with a screen with an … associated with the line, 
selecting the line will present a  
follow -up question.  The follow -up question will be presented immediately, or when 
next is selected.    
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VISUAL CUE ___  
 
 
Items followed by a ___ indicate a free text box is associated with the item.   
 
 

• When a User is presented with a screen with an ___ associated with the line, 
selecting the line will present a  
free text box.  The free text box will be pr esented immediately, or when next is 
selected.  
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VISUAL CUE ACTION BUTTON  
 
 

Raised gray buttons, 

( , , )throughout the application are 
referred  
to as Action Buttons.  Action Buttons identify to the User that selecting the button will take 
the user to screen related  
to the action indicated on the button . 
 

• For this example, selecting the  Button, takes the user to a follow -up screen 
related to entry of Vital Signs  
and all other information relevant to Vital signs.   
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VISUAL CUE ACTIVE LINK  
 
 
Underlined information is referred to as an active link.  An active link, when selected 
presents multiple options based on the Title selected.   
 

 
 

For this example, selecting Incoming 
Patient, presents a screen with all 
available options for documentation of an 
incoming patient.    
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VISUAL CUE CHECK BOX  
 
 

A Check Box  indicates items within grouping or under a specific heading are NOT 
“linked” together.  Selecting a  
Check Box places a check within the Check box .  Check boxes support multiple 
selections within a grouping or headin g.  
 

• For this example, items for HISTORY are grouped under the HISTORY heading.  As 
items are selected under this heading,  
a check is placed within the Check Box indicating this item has been selected.   
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VISUAL CUE CANCEL, BACK, NEXT  

 

 

Common to majority of screens, within CodoniX is the Cancel -Back -Next.   
Located at bottom of screen they are referred to as Action Links.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Next Action Link  

Advances User to NEXT screen  

(savepoint),  can also represent  

done.  

Cancel Action Link  

Cancels or Aborts all documentation which has taken place up to this point. If, the user has answered questions on multiple 

screens will cancel or abort all information up to the point when Cancel is selected.    

Back Action Link  

Takes User back one screen, IF, there is a screen to go back to or returns to the users Main 

Screen  
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VISUAL CUE RADIO BUTTON  
 
 

A Radio Button  indicates items within grouping or under a specific heading are “linked” 
together.  Selecting a Radio Button within the  
grouping or heading a 2 nd time chances the selection and removes the original selection.  
 
 
 

• For this example, items for ONSET are grouped under the ONSET heading.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• If, the user, makes a new selection, under the ONSET heading, the black dot will 
change to the new selection  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Groupings may appear as Yes, No or NL ABL.  The presence of the Radio Button is 
a visual que to the user, only a selection  
of NL or ABL is allowed for this line  

 
 

After User has selected an option under the Onset 
heading the Radio Button is filled with a black dot, 
indicating this item has been selected  

User select hours instead of minutes  
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VISUAL CUE RED Text  
 
 
Text which appears, occasionally, in Red on user screens in an indication that information 
is required.   
 

  
 

For this example, a selection from each  
heading is required.   

If next is selected without selecting a 
choice, user receives a message.   
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Common Screens

Within CodoniX, each User Role has a different default screen.  (ie Doctor, Medical Assistant, Nurse, etc.)

There are 8 basic screen which comprise the majority of information used by the end user.

The following section will examine how these common screens
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USER MAIN SCREENS  
 

Based on User privilege, a different starting point will be presented to the User.   
                         
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
 

Physician Roles:  MD, DO, NP, PA  
Nursing Roles:  RN, LPN, MA  

PHYSICIAN STARTING POINT
  

NURSING/MEDICAL ASSISTANT STARTING POINT
  

UNIT CLERK/FRONT DESK STARTING POINT
  

HOSPITAL TECHNICIANS STARTING POINT
  

Tech Roles:  X-Ray, Ortho, Phlebotomist, Respiratory Therapy  
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CHOICES SCREENS  
 

Choices screens are the most common screen within the application.  Common features 
and functions of a  
Choices screen:   

• Organized top to bottom with most common answers at top.  
• Only Screen Type to support required answers, (in red), whi ch indicates item must 

be selected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Item(s) selected by User reflect an X 
next to item.  

Blue Heading 
indicates grouping 
of common 
answers.  

Items selected become full sentences 
on main User Screen  
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TABLE SCREENS  
 
Common features and functions of a Table screen are:  

• Organized top to bottom with most common answers at top.  
• Text that will appear in the electronic chart appears on the screen as selection are made  

 
 

 
   
 

Blue Heading indicates grouping of 
common answers.  
Organized left to right with most 
common answers starting at left.   
 

Item(s) selected by User reflected 
in blue.  Clicking a second time 
de-selects item.  

Items selected shown as 
sentence on Table Screen and on 
main User Screen.  
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YES/NO SCREENS  
 

Common features and functions of a Yes/No screen are:  
• Organized top to bottom with  most common answers at top.  

• A Yes or No selection may present a follow -up question, or a sentence reflecting 
answer.  

• Answer only items that are relevant  
 

 

 

 
 

Item(s) selected by User appear as a bold 
Yes  or No. 
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RESPONSE SCREENS  
 

Common features and functions of a Response screen are:  
• Behavior is dependent on question asked.  
• Each “button” may result in different behavior which may result in follow -up 

question or  
text appropriate to answer.  
 
 

 

Cancel aborts  screen and information from 
proceeding screens.  If no cancel is 
available then User is required to answer 
response.   

Often used for selection of drug routes.  
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SCROLLING LIST SCREENS  

 

Common features and functions of a Scrolling list are:  
• Organized in alphabetical order.   

 

Item(s) on left side, highlight in blue, 
double clicking moves item to right side 
indicating it  has been selected.  

User can begin typing desired item for fast 
location or use elevator bar to scroll up or 

down.   

Double clicking item on right side, de -
selects item.  
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ORDER SCREENS [CLASSIC FORMAT]  
 
Common features and functions of a Order screen are:  

• Organized top to bottom with most c ommon Orders at top.  
• Blue Heading indicates grouping of common Orders.  

 
 

 
 

Item(s) selected by User will be reflected in 
blue   
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ORDER SCREENS [GRAPHIC]  
 

 
 

 Patient demographic information, 

current user and treating 
provider, Allergies, Height and 
Weight presented at top (if 

document)  
 

Previously selected Orders appear 
in Order Summary box.  Refresh 
Orders update display as new 

orders are placed  
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ORDER SCREENS [GRAPHIC]  
 

 

 
 

 

Select All places a blue X next to all Orders 

on screen. Unselect all remove blue X next 

to all orders on screen  

Return, returns User to screen where Order 

Sign Off was initiated .  [Note:  may be Main 

User Screen, Documentation Screen or 

Trackerboard].  

New Orders, takes User to Routine Orders  

Underlined items applies the action 

indicated (noted, complete, sign, cancel) for 

all items with a blue X  


